Kelly Tissot
Spurious Crops
23.9.—
13.11.2022
Scattered patches of grass growing around rusting
iron girders, decommissioned machines and
motorcycles, and guard dogs on chain leashes—
these are all motifs that Kelly Tissot (*1995, Annecy,
FR) elects for her photographs. She brings into view
what humans use, tame, and try to control on a daily
basis, presenting material that carries us into deep
landscapes and devices and machines we use to
alter or move through nature. The artist’s work is
characterized by social and sociological spaces with
numerous stratifications and frictions. Her artistic
exploration begins where culture meets nature,
domesticity meets wilderness, and community meets
isolation. Since 2016, she has documented this
exploration in an ongoing archive of images that break
with romantic conceptions of the pastoral.
Kelly Tissot’s exhibition at Kunsthaus Baselland starts
with a structure reminiscent of a fence or barrier: a
massive metal and wooden sculpture. On the one
hand, the sculpture marks a boundary between
exterior space and art space. On the other hand,
and more significantly, it guides the visitor through a
course that plays on the formal and figural vocabulary
typically encoded as pastoral. However cool and
pared down the material and associations may be at
first glance, the sculpture on the opposite end opens
up a gap—a free space—that lets us consciously
enter into the sculptural arrangement with our first
step. It prompts us to move closer to everything
concealed behind it. As we continue through the
exhibition, several of these structures interrupt an
otherwise unrestricted view of the space and divide
the expansive exhibition hall into different zones.
Her strategy of disturbing and even blocking the
view of her works from a distance extends from
the sculptures to the large-format prints created
especially for the exhibition. Photographs showing
details of a discarded scarecrow were taken in
a French amusement park, where the figures—
intended to scare off birds in a field—are exhibited
as objects in their own right and arranged into the
artificially constructed setting of a village. Kelly Tissot
documents individuals among the group of figures
with an analog camera. Documentation alone,
however, does not suffice for the artist. Taking things
a step further, she transforms the photographs into
digital images that omit, highlight, alter the contrast,

and zoom in on aspects of the photographic prints.
Presented in an oversized format, photos that traffic
in the stereotypical symbolism of landscapes and
farming have a disenchanting and disconcerting
effect. The erected and outfitted figures’ soft and
slightly misshapen bodies try to imitate human
appearance but instead betray the inertness of their
form—the sewn-on patches and straw peeking out
from under their clothing. They have long since
abandoned their original function as proxies of the
farmers.
The photographs contain no horizons or points
of spatial orientation. The overlapping and sewntogether materials and textiles fill the entire visual
field, interrupted by traces of analog photographic
technique and a seam of artificial leather that holds
the materials together.
This nearly constricting feeling of the architectural
form of the Kunsthaus annex—a long, narrow
corridor—is further amplified by the choice of images.
The sense of confinement then reaches its peak
with the addition of two free-standing sculptures.
The architecture leaves little room to step back
from the works, demanding an intimate reception
and ultimately leading one to turn around. Only the
off-white frames surrounding the prints release the
tension concentrated within the image, allowing
them to spread throughout the space. The individual
photographs in the series merge—partly because
some are connected as if part of a film sequence—
revealing a symbolic identity of the province.
The title of the exhibition, Spurious Crops, certainly
implies the fragility of utopian clichés about rural
environments. Moreover, it alludes to the deceptive
intentions of the figures depicted. Together with
the sculptures, Kelly Tissot portrays a narrow and
tangled, multi-layered and absurd space, resounding
with a sense of unease and forming something of
a dichotomy between belonging and exclusion, the
playful and the terrifying. (Ines Tondar)
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Sunday, 25.9., 3 pm
Artist Talk with Kelly Tissot (in English)
Sunday, 13.11., 11 am–5 pm
Finssage with Book Launch

Further events at kunsthausbaselland.ch

Floor plan

1. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Schoolboy II
2022
2. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Schoolboy I
2022
3. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Grower
2022
4. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Schoolgirl II
2022
5. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Schoolgirl I
2022
6. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Racer I
2022
7. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Racer II
2022
8. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Mechanic II
2022
9. Dubious portrait and improper meeting/Mechanic I
2022
Digital UV print on faux leather
each 290 x 210 cm
a. Coating against nostalgia/Cobalt glints I
2022
Steel, stained fir wood
350 x 160 x 5 cm
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b. Coating against nostalgia/Cobalt glints II
2022
Steel, stained fir wood
300 x 160 x 5 cm
c. Coating against nostalgia/Cobalt glints III
2022
Steel, stained fir wood
300 x 160 x 5 cm
d. Phantom of the valley floor/Twins
2022
Steel
each 200 x 60 x 60 cm

Kunsthaus Baselland
St. Jakob-Strasse 170
CH-4132 Muttenz/Basel
+41 (0)61 312 8388
kunsthausbaselland.ch
@kunsthausbaselland
Approx. 15 minutes from
Basel SBB main station or
Basel Bad. Bahnhof

Opening hours
Tuesday to Sunday
11 am – 5 pm
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